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We present particle dynamics simulations on fluidization of vertically vibrated granular beds where solidlike
and fluidlike domains appear spontaneously. The existence of polydispersity in granular size significantly alters
where the boundary between solidlike and fluidlike regions appears. A threshold value of polydispersitys th

exists above which the system becomes insensitive to the change in the degree of polydispersity. The value of
s th shows good agreement with the critical polydispersity reported on the solid-fluid phase transition in
thermodynamic hard-core systems. The present result implies that the existence of polydispersity is crucial in
some granular systems.@S1063-651X~96!06608-1#

PACS number~s!: 46.10.1z, 64.70.Dv, 81.05.Rm

I. INTRODUCTION

Granular materials often comprise a state with character-
istics of both solids and fluids@1#. Especially, when granules
are subjected to vibration many interesting phenomena ap-
pear, such as heap formation@2#, convection@3#, and size
segregation@4#. Except for the studies on size segregation,
theoretical investigations to date mainly treat monodisperse
systems despite the fact that materials in experimental stud-
ies are inevitably polydispersed in granular size. To investi-
gate the effect of polydispersity on fluidization of granules
also have a strong implication in industry since vibrated beds
are widely used in powder processing as a means of fluidiz-
ing and mixing granular materials.

Granules are generally treated theoretically as particles
with contacting interaction and energy dissipation through
friction. When the energy dissipation is negligible, theoreti-
cal treatment in statistical mechanics and thermodynamics
should, in principle, give a good description of their motion
and behavior. However, to apply methods of statistical phys-
ics to granular materials have been a challenging subject be-
cause of their shared properties of solids and fluids:regions
where local density is low behave like fluids while high den-
sity domains behave like solids.

On the other hand, it is well known that systems of mono-
disperse hard-core particles exhibit thermodynamic fluid-
solid transition with a coexistence region of two states in
between@5#. In these hard-core systems, the phase diagram is
dependent solely on density because hard-core potential only
has two states with energy of zero or infinity. The tempera-
ture dependence only enters the partition function of these
systems through the kinetic energy distribution.

Observation and comparison of the two systems men-
tioned above lead us to the hypothesis that some behaviors of
granular systems consisting of particles sufficiently hard
should be understood in an analogical context of thermody-
namic hard-core systems@6#.

Simulation studies of monodispersed granules subjected
to vertical vibrations have shown that pressure and density
waves propagate through the bed towards the bed surface@7#.

In addition, it has been revealed that the profile of the kinetic
energy per particleEk peaks at an intermediate height
hpeak. At bed heightsh,hpeak, granules show solidlike be-
havior since they are highly packed. In this region,Ek in-
creases along with the bed heighth:ash increases the density
becomes lower and the particles become easier to move. At
h.hpeak, the behavior of the bed shows different properties
in wave propagation. This region can be interpreted as a fluid
phase of the granules. The value ofEk goes through a mini-
mum at the bed surface whereupon the value ofEk increases
drastically since the granules are bouncing freely on the top
of the bed. The spontaneous appearance of the solidlike and
fluidlike regions in these vibrated granules can be interpreted
as a solid-fluid phase transition controlled by the local den-
sity of the granules.

Since it was found that the size polydispersity has a no-
table effect on thermal hard-core systems@8#, it is speculated
that the polydispersity also has an effect on the dynamic
characteristics of granular systems. However, most of the
theoretical studies on vibrated beds to date treat monodis-
perse systems which might not give a good description of
polydisperse systems. Here, we investigate the effect of size
polydispersity in vertically vibrated granular beds consisting
of large and small particles of the same fraction. We show
that the existence of polydispersity in granular size signifi-
cantly alters the height profile ofEk and the position where
the boundary between the solid and fluidlike regions sponta-
neously appear. Concerning the effect of polydispersity, a
clear analogy exists between this boundary in vibrated
granular beds and the characteristics of solid-fluid phase
transition in hard-core systems under thermal equilibrium.

II. MODEL

Two dimensional particle dynamics simulations were per-
formed for a model where the particles interact via a pairwise
short-range repulsive forcef i j52]f i j /]r i j and a normal
dissipation forcef i52gm(vi j •r i j )r i j /ur i j u2, whereg is the
dissipation coefficient@7#. The functionf i j takes a form of
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wheredi j5(di1dj )/2 andr 0521/6di j . The degree of poly-
dispersity is expressed bys2, the variance of the distribution
of particle diameters. Two kinds of particles with diameter
(11s0) and (12s0) were mixed randomly at the same
fraction, initially. Simulation studies starting from different
distribution of particles were conducted. The mass of the
particles is fixed to unity irrespective of the diameter. Energy
is measured in units of«. A periodic boundary condition was
imposed in the horizontal direction. Sinusoidal vibrations of
amplitudeA53 with vibrational accelerationG53g, where
g is the gravitational acceleration, were applied to the sys-
tem. Simulation studies of systems consisting of particle

numberN5500, 700, 1000, and 1400 in a simulation box
with a width of 5 have been conducted. We setg50.01g.
The system was vibrated for 100 to 800 cycles. The timeT is
expressed in a unit necessary for one vibration cycle. Snap-
shots of system sizeN51000 atT5200 for different values
of s0

2 are shown in Fig. 1.
We observe the profile of the kinetic energy per particle

Ek(h;s), which is a function also dependent on the degree of
polydispersitys2, and analyze how the boundary between

FIG. 1. Snapshots of the bed atT5200 for systems of
N51000, respectively, fors0

25 ~a! 0.0, ~b! 0.0025, ~c! 0.01,
~d! 0.0225, and~e! 0.04.

FIG. 2. Height profile of kinetic energy per particleEk of
N51000 at different times fors0

25~a! 0.0, ~b! 0.0025, and~c!
0.0225. Data averaged over ten vibrational cycles are used:
T50–10(s), 50–60(3), 100–110(n), 150–160(L), and 190–
200(h).
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the solidlike and fluidlike regions is affected.

III. RESULT

A. Dynamics

First of all, we investigated the relaxation of the bed
through the time evolution of the height profiles ofEk . Fig-
ure 2 shows the time evolution ofEk(h) of N51000 for
s0
25 ~a! 0.0, ~b! 0.0025, and~c! 0.0225. Data averaged over

ten vibrational cycles are used. The value of each height is a
mean value in the area of 535 around a given height. The
height profiles peaks at an intermediate height (h540),
while the the bed surface lies at abouth570. Any systematic
change in the fluctuation or relaxation ofEk has not been
noticed for changings0.

As an example, we show the time evolution ofEk for
s0
250.0225 andN51000 ath537.5 where the fluctuation is

large compared toEk at other heights, presumably because it
is near the boundary between solid and fluidlike regions~Fig.
3!. The values are an average of ten cycles for the main
graph and one cycle for the inset. Figure 3 shows thatEk is
fluctuating around a certain value atT.20 and it can be said
thatEk is stable at 50<T<200. @At the free surface region,
it takes more time (T.50) for Ek to reach a stable state.#
The time scale whereEk is stable is well defined for
s0
2<0.0225 atT<200.

B. Kinetic energy profile

In this subsection we are concerned with the time scale
whereEk is stable as discussed in the preceding subsection.
Figure 4 shows the value ofEk against the bed heighth for
various polydispersities for two system sizes~a! N51000
and ~b! N51400. The height dependence ofEk(h;s) is
qualitatively the same for alls0’s. From the bottom,Ek
grows until the peak aroundh540 (h550 forN51400). At
h above the peak,Ek decays for a while, and beyond the
minimum aroundh570 (h595 for N51400), it increases
again. These three regions are interpreted as the packed-
~solid!, fluid, and free surface regions, respectively, as are
studied in Ref.@7#. These maxima and minima ofEk will
become sharp when the height of the granular bed is in-

creased@7#. When the system size is small (N5500 and
700!, the boundary between the solidlike and fluidlike region
become vague and the characteristic behaviors discussed be-
low do not appear since the density near the boundary is
below the solid-fluid transition density.

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that whens0
2<0.0072, the

profile of Ek is quantitatively sensitive tos0 and the maxi-
mum value ofEk shifts toward higher values along with the
increase ofs0. The value ofh whereEk reaches it’s maxima
also increases as the value ofs0 increases. Note the drastic
difference inEk for s0

25 0.0025 and 0.0072.
Figure 5 showsEk versuss0

2 at various bed heights for~a!
N51000 and~b! N51400. Each data point for the same
symbol corresponds to a independent simulation run. Focus-
ing our attention to the fluidlike region~symbold), it can be
clearly seen thatEk is dependent systematically on the poly-

FIG. 3. Time evolution of kinetic energy per particleEk at
h537.5 fors0

250.0225 andN51000. Data averaged over one~in-
set! and ten vibrational cycle~s! are used.

FIG. 4. Height profile of kinetic energy per particleEk for ~a!
N51000 averaged overT550–200 fors0

25 0.0(d), 0.0006(1),
0.0016(n), 0.0025~closed h), 0.0030(s), 0.0042~closed n),
0.0056~closedL), 0.0072(h), 0.0081(,), 0.01~closed,), 0.0225
(L), and 0.04(3), where best fit curves are drawn fors0

25
0.0~dashed line!, 0.0056~solid line!, and 0.0081~dot-dash line!. An
average value of two independent simulations starting from differ-
ent initial configurations are used for alls0’s except for
s0
250.0042, 0.0225, and 0.04~average of three independent

simulations! and for s0
250.0016 and 0.0072~single run!.

~b! N51400 averaged overT550–100 for s0
25 0.0(s),

0.0025(h), 0.0072(L), 0.01(n), 0.015~closedn), 0.02(,), and
0.03(3).
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dispersity whens0
2,0.01. For systems ofs0

2.0.01, the val-
ues ofs0

2 do not have any significant effect onEk . Depend-
ing on whetherEk is drastically affected by a slight change
in polydispersity,s0

2 is divided into two behaviors, which
will be referred to as theinsensitiveandsensitivebehaviors
to polydispersity. The threshold polydispersity is estimated
to bes th

2 ;0.01 for the present particle model. For systems
of s0,s th , the energy profileEk(h;s) depends on the poly-
dispersity, while for systems ofs0.s th , Ek(h;s) does not
depend on the polydispersity. Similar polydispersity depen-
dence ofEk is recognized near the boundary between the
solidlike and fluidlike regions~symbols). Whenh is small
~symbolh) there is also a sharp change in the behavior of
Ek at s0,s th , although the values ofEk show the opposite
dependence ons0: Ek decreases ass0 increases until it
reaches the value ofs th . In the free surface region~symbol
3), whereEk expresses the kinetic energy per particle mov-
ing freely ~jumping out or falling towards the bed!, a thresh-
old polydispersity does not exist.

C. Size segregation

It has also been studied whether segregation due to the
size difference occurs in these polydispersed systems. Ten-
dency of particle size segregation is observed in some of the
present simulations, however it occurs in a different time
scale compared to the relaxation time ofEk discussed in Sec.
III A. As an example, the height profile of the average diam-
eter d̄(h) and the polydispersitys2 for s050.0156 and

N51000 are shown in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, respectively. In-
dication of the beginning of the size segregation process,
which might influence the polydispersity effect treated in the
preceding subsection, is observed only atT5350–400. Thus
the time scaleT<200 we use to claim the existence ofs th is
free from the effect of size segregation.

FIG. 5. The polydispersity dependency ofEk for ~a! N51000,
averaged overT550–200 at bed heightsh57.5(h), 22.5(n),
37.5(s), 52.5(d), and 87.5(3), and for ~b! N51400, averaged
over T550–100 ath57.5(h), 27.5(n), 52.5(s), 72.5(d), and
117.5(3).

FIG. 6. Bed height dependence of~a! mean diameterd̄ and ~b!
polydispersitys2 at T550–100(3), 150–200(L), 250–300(d),
and 350–400(s) for s0

250.0156, andN51000.

FIG. 7. Bed height dependence of mean diameterd̄ at
T550–100(3), 200–250(d), and 350–400(s) for s0

250.04 and
N51000.
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Concerning the distribution of different sized particles, an
interesting phenomenon has been observed which can be in-
terpreted as local size segregation occurring at both the sol-
idlike and fluidlike regions separately at an intermediate time
scale. Figure 7 shows the height dependence of the averaged
diameterd̄ for s0

250.04 andN51000 atT550–100, 200–
250, and 350–400. AtT5200–250, there are two regions,
around an intermediate height and the top of the bed, where
larger particles dominate more than half of the granules in
the area. The position of the maxima ofd̄(h) at the interme-
diate bed height is slightly below that ofEk in Fig. 4~a!. This
suggests that size segregation occurs at both solidlike and
fluidlike regions of the bed and there exists a barrier at the
boundary between two regions where larger particles are pre-
vented to segregate to the top of the bed. This character
of d̄(h) having a peak at an intermediate bed height is ob-
served throughT5150–300. Figures 8~a!, 8~b!, and 8~c!,

respectively, show the time evolution ofd̄, s2, andEk at
h537.5 and 52.5 for the same run. Sinceh537.5 and 52.5
correspond to the maxima and minima ofEk at
T5200–250~Fig. 7!, the occurrence of local segregation in
both solidlike and fluidlike regions at 150,T,280 is clearly
observed in Fig. 8~a! and 8~b!. Such clear intercorrelation of
the particle distribution above and below the boundary be-
tween the solidlike and fluidlike regions does not always
appear; however the tendency that smaller particles accumu-
lates above the boundary at intermediate time scales is gen-

FIG. 8. Time evolution of~a! d̄, ~b! s2, and ~c! Ek at h
537.5(s) and 52.5(d) for s0

250.04 andN51000.

FIG. 9. Bed height dependence of~a! Ek , ~b! d̄, and~c! s2 for
s0
250.04 andN51000, atT5 50–200(d), 250–400(h), 450–

600(n), and 650–800(3).
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erally observed. After 300 cycles of vibration, larger par-
ticles trapped in the middle of the bed start to penetrate the
barrier and segregate towards the top of the bed. This process
is recognized by the disappearance of the peak ofd̄(h) at the
intermediate bed height atT5350–400 in Fig. 7.

When a system with high polydispersity is subjected to
vibration for a long time, a clear tendency of size segregation
appears. A drastic change in particle distribution will affect
the profile ofEk : the values ofEk drift slowly to higher
values as the segregation process advance. Figure 9 shows
~a! Ek , ~b! d̄, and~c! s2, versus bed heighth for system of
s0
250.04 andN51000 at different times. Each symbol re-

fers to data averaged over 150 vibrational cycles. Figure 9
clearly shows that as the segregation process advances and
large local differences in polydispersity appear the values of
Ek will shift towards higher values most drastically near the
boundary of the solidlike and fluidlike regions.

IV. DISCUSSION

The effect of polydispersity in granules under continuous
vertical vibration has been investigated. The kinetic energy
profileEk(h) relaxes quickly compared to the particle move-
ment leading to size segregation which makes it possible to
investigate the effect of polydispersity free from the effect of
segregation. A boundary between high and low density do-
mains, which was observed for monodisperse systems, ap-
pears as well for polydisperse systems. We have shown that
there exists a threshold values th in polydispersity which
divides the ‘‘sensitive’’ and ‘‘insensitive’’ behaviors of the
bed: When the polydispersity is unders th the value ofEk is
sensitive to a small change ins, while s.s th , the change
in s does not have any significant effect onEk .

The value ofs th is rather small compared with the ex-
perimentally and industrially relevant values of polydispersi-
ties. So the present result implies that the introduction of the
polydispersity might be crucial in some theoretical and simu-
lation studies of granular systems since polydispersity can
modify the behavior of the system quantitatively.

As mentioned in the introduction, thermodynamic mono-
disperse hard-core particle systems show fluid-solid transi-
tion with a coexistence region when the density is controlled
@5#. Furthermore, it has been shown that size polydispersity
changes the feature of the fluid-solid transition under thermal
equilibrium @8#. Introducing small polydispersities into these
systems shifts the phase transition to higher densities and
narrows the coexistence region. Above a critical polydisper-
sity sc , the coexistence region vanishes. The critical poly-

dispersity was estimated to besc
2.0.008 of the average size,

wheres denotes the standard deviation of the size distribu-
tion function @8#. Abovesc , the properties of the transition
and of the phase at densities higher than the transition den-
sity are different from those belowsc , and show character-
istics of glass transition@9#.

The existence of the sensitive and insensitive behaviors to
polydispersity in vibrated granules can be understood in the
analogy of the above mentioned behavior of thermodynamic
hard-core systems. The value of polydispersity where the
coexistence region in the solid-fluid transition disappears is
approximately the same as the threshold value dividing the
sensitive and insensitive behaviors in this study. This coin-
cidence supports our hypothesis concerning the analogy of
granular systems with thermodynamic systems. Local size
segregation effectively decreases the polydispersity and this
is presumably the reason whys th concerning the sensitive
and insensitive behaviors is slightly higher thansc the ther-
modynamic prediction along with the effect of the particles
being softer than the hard-core model@10#.

We have succeeded to observe the effect of polydispersity
on granular materials through the kinetic energy profile in
vertically vibrated beds. There exists a time scale where the
kinetic energy is stable which is effective in observing how
the degree of polydispersity changes the total behavior of the
granules free from the effect of size segregation. There is a
threshold value in polydispersitys th which divides the sen-
sitivity of the granular bed against the change ins. The
analogy between the existence of critical polydispersitysc in
thermodynamically equilibrium systems around the solid-
fluid transition ands th , studied in this paper, suggests that
the polydispersity effect will appear not only in vibrated
beds, but also in many other granular systems. It is expected
that the existence of polydispersity gives an unnegligible ef-
fect to the behavior of granular systems.
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